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Understanding Pedagogic 
Collaboration in Online Settings  

Dr Helen Coker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online learning environments are being increasingly utilised in academic settings, with many universities developing online and blended programmes (Adekola, 2016). The student experience, in relation to working with others, when studying online, has been widely researched (Garrison et. al, 2000, Kehrwald, 2008). The tutor experience has not (Arbaugh, 2014)
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Online Learning 

• What is the capital of Slovenia?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To startThere are now a generation of experienced online tutors, particularly in institutions who were quick to take up online delivery, who have developed expertise teaching online. Their experience and knowledge of practice can add to the research, and knowledge base, on effective online learning.



Online Teaching  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text-based communications reified dialogue, mediating the interactions between participants. Many of the face-to-face feedback cues which tutors utilised in their teaching were lost in the online environment. Teaching and Learning is relational 



Online Teaching  

Learning

Teaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The setting was opaque, but at the same time mediated higher levels of disclosure. Lack of Feedback main difference  



Temporal and Physical Boundaries 

Work Home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The online environment challenged traditional physical and temporal boundaries; the responsibility for establishing boundaries becoming that of the tutor, rather than the institution. 



Temporal boundaries 

‘I live online, I’m online 
all the time …’
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tutors’ talked about ‘living’ online The data showed that students and tutors accessed the online space 7 days a week and 24 hours of the day. For tutors this meant there was never a clear time to stop and comments suggested that tutors responded to students in the evenings and at the weekends as well as in traditional work hours Because they wanted to do a good job and perceived students to require responses out-with traditional work hours and promptly. Immediacy emerged as important in the interviews – a quick response to students was important  



Temporal and Physical Boundaries 

Work Home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The online environment challenged traditional physical and temporal boundaries; the responsibility for establishing boundaries becoming that of the tutor, rather than the institution. 



THIS PRESENTATION 

• Tutors philosophy, pedagogy and purpose is reflected in the 
online spaces they facilitate

• Knowledge, Affect and Dialogue are key considerations for 
online practice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tutors drew on previous experiences; their participation was shaped by the situated nature of their practice and their own aspirations for the future. The observation drawn, of pedagogic collaboration, highlighted the social and cultural nature of online participation.



PHILOSOPHY

Learning is a social process 
Signs and tools, both physical and cognitive, mediate participation (Wertsch, 2007, 
Vygotsky, 1987)

Learning is a process of constructing understanding (Bruner, 1996), negotiating 
meaning (Wenger, 1998, 2009, 2012), a socio-cultural process (Holland et. a., 
2008, Lave, 2008, 2012, Rogoff, 1995)  

Human mental processes are situated in cultural, historical and institutional 
settings (Seely-Brown et. al., 1989, Seely-Brown, 2000, Wertsch, 1991)

Mediating artefacts shape practice (Conole, 2012), technology mediates action 
(Dourish, 2001)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three vignettes of tutors – oversimplified – to illustrate qualitative differences in the approaches tutors take 



A. Anne

‘Helping students to 
recognise their potential…

the capacity they have to be the 
best that they can’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anne viewed Education as a holistic practice. She spoke about the social and emotional aspects of the learning process and was concerned with the holistic development, and well-being of students – When asked about learning and teaching she said:‘To me Education, learning and teaching, is much more about these softer outcomes … it’s to do with helping people realise their worth, their capacity in terms of who they are… my role as an educator has to be I think about helping students to recognise their potential… the capacity they have to be the best that they can’The degree on which Anne taught was related quite clearly to a professional community. A lot of the students were in work and completing qualifications directly related to their ‘day jobs’. The degree attracted a wide range of students, although predominantly female, they was a mix between mature and ‘traditional students’ and the routes into the degree were varied, many students accessing it through vocational courses or had a large gap since they last studied.



B. Ben

‘Everyone on this earth should 
know for example … and it’s 

caused by … 
it’s a fundamental fact’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben worked on a degree in the disciplines of Science. He was passionate about his subject. The degree on which he taught had the same wide ranging student demographic as Anne’s – it was subject orientated though and while it was related to professions it was not firmly connected to one particular professional community. Ben described his teaching as developing over the three years of the degree:‘In first year it’s just science and it’s just factual … we don’t try to explore why that is, the reasons behind it, debate about it …there’s a heavy dose of science in all of the (the modules), however by third year I’m trying to teach them that they need to broaden their horizons beyond just the science … there’s implications in everything we do … in politics … computing, we’re using computer models … socio-economic aspects… it’s multi-disciplinary … trying to broaden just beyond the realm of science, but it’s up to the students, hopefully they make the connections themselves’      



C. Clara 

‘Well it’s a relationship, 
I think that’s absolutely critical

… if you can engage them’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Clara teaching was a relationship. She said: ‘Well it’s a relationship, I think that’s absolutely critical, it’s the nature of that relationship that will make it, not entirely but certainly have a strong lean on how effective it is so, and I would go as far as to say it’s to do with personality, there’s a personality dimension to it, the students respond to the relationship and to the personality of the person who’s doing the teaching, if you can engage them in that way then they will, a possibility that they will feel that personal link and therefore it kind of holds them through the difficult things. Now that’s not, that’s not across the board, there are some very well-motivated students that never want to talk to you but in the main I would suggest it’s about relationships’Clara’s modules were based in a different degree to Anne and Ben’s, although first year modules from Anne’s degree were optional in Clara’s and vice versa. As with all three tutors Clara was an experienced tutor.  



PEDAGOGY

• The process of teaching

• Layers of context influence tutors’ online pedagogy 



Layers of Context

Structurally 
Framing Context

University Context: 
The Institution in which the online 

environment was situated

Wider 
epistemological 
context

Subject Discipline: 
the knowledge base 

of the discipline 

Professional 
Communities of 

Practice: the values 
and beliefs of the 

professional community   

Individual specific 
context 

Social Relational context: participants 
awareness of each other, mediated through 

the Learning Management System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Architectural structure of the modules was set by the University – The LMS had 50 tools – The modules used 5 – and looked the same – only one tutor had changed the appearance of the module – but as has been illustrated in the vignettes tutors used the tools in different ways Epistemological context – values and beliefs – refer to vignettes Individual specific context – Presence emerged as important – social presence, being seen as people in the online space – tutors used videos, biographies, disclosure to try and make themselves ‘present’ to students. They wanted to be approachable and for students to see them as able to understand them. The loss of non-verbal and para-verbal cues meant tutors were mostly communicating though text based reifications – mutuality was lost to varying degrees and this mediated the development of relationships with students.  



PURPOSE 

• Why collaborate? 

• Comparison of discussion boards 

• Purpose reflected in patterns of dialogue 



Discussion Board Dialogue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anne – posted the most out of all 15 tutors – the red  - responding to each comment Ben – Question / Answer / Comment Clara – In the middle of the dialoguePURPOSE OF DIALOGUE AND POSITIONING OF THE LECTURER 



Discussion Board Comments

Many Thanks Jo for 
sharing your 

thoughts, I’m sure 
Jen and others will 

benefit’

‘You are making 
good progress

here…’

‘Keep at it Molly, you 
are getting there’ 

‘You are on the right 
track re- … It is the 
degree of … (rather 
than …) which has 

the greatest 
impacts…’

‘But careful when 
you talk about the 

… at the end of the 
last … the first 

…cycle has a …’

‘Thanks for these 
thoughtful postings 

… It is a hugely  
worrying situation 

from a 
…perspective … 
You looked at… 

What do you 
think?... Many 

people have… Lots 
to think about. Does 
anyone want to add 

to this?’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comments showed different roles which tutors tookAnne = nurturing, focused on developing confidenceBen = confirming knowledge and challenging itClara = synthesising the discussion and then adding more and inviting dialogueAll tutors used techniques which would be described as creating social presence – they all named students and used inclusive pro-nouns to develop cohesiveness. All the tutors made comments engaging with the knowledge or content base of their modules and all the tutors invited students to respond – they balanced affect, knowledge and dialogue in different ways.  



Online teaching: Key Considerations

Knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community of Inquiry = good for exploring / developing collaborative constructivist online learning but focused on learning As tutors these are key considerations 



My research 

Data gathered from 18 online modules using the Course Reports System 
in Blackboard

Discussion Boards within the modules were compared using 
SNAPP analysis tutor participation was mapped 

Interviews with 15 individual Tutors

Focus group with tutors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This research observed the role of the online tutor, when utilising collaborative activities in their teaching. An ethnographic observation of online practice was drawn, using an iterative mixed-methods approach. Data from the online space was used to observe the participation patterns of over fifty tutors, and over eight hundred students. Fifteen tutors were then interviewed, ten of whom took part in a subsequent focus group. Taking a narrative approach to analysis, the data gathered painted a rich picture of collaborative online practice.Ethnographic approach – building up layers of observation4 online undergraduate degree programmes Looked at 18 modules – ranged across all 4 programmes and all 4 years of each programmeData showed - over 1000 student experiences, about 800 individual students – was able to compare participation on different modules being studied at the same timePatterns of participation – footprints in the sand – where students and tutors had been in the space – how long for – how many times they’d posted on a discussion board – approached this as an ethnographic observation of practice which further layers of observation clarifiedDiscussion board =  most common collaborative/dialogic tool:Socio-grams and dialogue maps enabled observation of discussionsData from this stage was taken to interviewsInterviews narrative analysis – taken to focus group  
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